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ology Tip

se 30 To help students see
:€ s: -are root of a number
a r,a_,s less than the
i' -.,.e them use graPhing
r'-c's :o graph Y1 : x and
,. i. -ell students to set both
a^c Ymin at 0, and both
arc Yrnax at 2. Ask: For
ra'.es of x is xax < x?
:o' rthich values of x is
x? 0<x<1

ill *uo'nsMath
i Reaa 13| as "the
i absolute value of 3."

The absolute value of a real number is its distance from zero on the number line'

Finding Absolute Value

Find | -4 l, l0 l, and I -1 ' ( -2) l.

| -l . (-2)l : l2l Simplify within absolute svmbols first

Graph -4, 0,atd2 on a number line.

+4+l+l+l
<----+-a-----#.-++

-5-4-3-2-1 0 I 2 3

The distances from the origin are 4,0, and 2. So,

l-41 : 4 lol :o l-1 .(-2)l:l2l=2o

I CheckUnderstandinq

For more practice, see Extra Practice

O era.tice by Example To which sets of numbers does each number belong? 1-8' See margin'

@a. Simplify | -101, l1.5l,and l0 - 31. 10, 1'5,3
- b. CriticaiThinking For what values of x does lx | : -*?

for values of x such that x < 0

Example 1

(page 6)

L4
5.0

2s.-i,-!
28. -5.2. -1.8

31. -4. -\/;

2.\'G

6. 0.6

3.n

7. -{ao4
4. -6
s. \67

Which set of numbers best describes the value of each variable?

g. the number of times n a cricket chirps; the outdoor t()mperature 7 in tenths o: r
degree whole numbers; rational numbers natural numbers

10. the year -i: the median selling price p for a house that ; ear rational numbers

11. the time r in seconds an object takes to fall d feet,*ht"' ' 
: *

real numbers

Graph each number on a number line. 12-1 6. See margin p' 8-9'Example 2
(page 6)

Example 3

(page 6)

8 Chapter t Tools of Algebra

irrational numbers, real
numbers
integers, rational numbers'
real numbers

whole numbers' integers'
rational numbers, real
numbers

rational numbers, real
numbers
rational numbers' real
numbers
irrationa! lGlbers, real
numbers

27. -2.5,2.1

30.0.4,V07

$. -\/G, -f,
1,

<j:

'l 2.''--+--+----+---+--+---+-+
-3-2-1 0 1 2

13. +-#

L2.0 B. -fu r4.-2 1s.2+ rc. -4?

Replace each u'ith the symbol (r ): or = to make the sentence true'

tl,. -j -s 18. 3 :i' 3 19.14' \/I4

zo.V6'r ro zr. o i o.: zz.o.z= t
23.-18' -82 24,0.72737475... 0.73737373."

Compare each pair of numbers. Use ( and >' 25-33' See margin p' 9'

26.0.075,0.39

29.3.04,3.4

32.f,.xn

!s i-: EFJcises

at - - -Jr', t'rhole
urrrrb€- r:ege's, rational
r,rrr3€-: fea ^urnbers

-: :'ra f ,-b"rs, .,"al
n--.=W

6,

7.

8.

J.

4.

5.

-6-5-4-3-2-1 0

14.-t-
-4-3-2--1 0 1 2

-:-- !-II



Example 4

page 7)

Example 5

(page 7)

Example 6
(page 8)

Apply Your Skills

I' Label indicates
: power in

watts Uy.

Tungsten
filament
creates

resistance R.

rent f enters
through base.

F--+-F+
1234
F*--J_...+-++
{-3-2_1 o 1

i'-.1 . -l

Frnd tte oppo.sire and the reciprocal of each number.
Y.2N_ -200;fr :s. :J -s!;$ so. 9.00[i-too tz _z z. _z

]i 
:;,, 

*.(., y)"'2" -2,,i o;.rio! _ffi i ,'_;, _LName the |."op"rf,oi,rual numbers illustrated by each equation. 42_46. 
;-1

42.92-s(1) :92.s 
43. n(a + b) : oo * Sfe'iarein.

44. -7 + 4 : 4 + (-7) 4s. ef rq .* = ,(\,6 .\fr)
46.29n: tt.Z9 47,_V,+ 0: _\6

'. l-+l I

48. (-8) + t_(_8)l : 0

50. 25(2x + 51,) = 50x + t25y
s2. (0.s + 0.2s) + (_0.2s) : 0.5 + [0.2s

Simplify each expression.

s3. 110.31 10.3 s4. l-o.o6i 0.06

s8. 17 - 101 3

26. O.O75 < 0.39,
0.39 > 0.075

27. -2.i < 2.7,2.7 >
28. -5.2 q -4.8,

-4.8 > -5.2

as.!.2: t 47_s2.t 4 See margin p.10.
sl. (-2X_3) = (_3)(_2)
+ (-0.2s)l

ss.-I-2sl -25 s6.o.zl_sl 1.6

se. 110 - 713 60. i5l _ I_7t

a number line.

. _2,.t 6 r12

-

-4_3_2_1012g4
2. Replace each with the

symbol (, ), or : to make
the sentence true.
a. 2.08 2.8 <
b. 1'g 1.2 =

3. Find the opposite and the
reciprocalof tt. _t,, 

r.4
4. Name the property of real

numbers illustrated by the
equation.
(-ZX: ', n) : (-2)(n + Z)
Comm. prop. of Add.

5. Simptify ls - (_s)i. r+

Estimate the numbers graphed at the labeled points. Exercises 61-6g: -2

-i*L__E_*g_*3.___*lL3* sffiiJ:*:rrl#:_s_4_3_2_r 0 I 2 3-;;-
61. point.  -5 62. point B _gt 63. point C _11 64. point D I65. point E lt 66. point F 3j 67. point G 4 68. point H 4.8

Q; rlectric circuits The-erectric current l in amperes that flows through an apprianceis given by rhe formut 
".t,= ^;/ft,nil*" #ir"rn" power in wans anh R is theresistance in ohms' which r"tr oTrr,r-r*r 

"oni"in 
,rr. ,"r"" oilior*tn" *r""r,vatues of lland R? 69_74. S"" rn;;;i";.;.

69.W =100,R=25 70.W =100,R:50 7LW=500,R: 10072.W :50,R =200 T.W :250,R = 100 74.W :240,R : 100
Replace each * with the symbol (r )r or = to make the sentence true.
7s.0 * -4 76. -4g_s n. _s2. _.., 78. l_8i g l3l7e.l2l 

? l-ul ro. l?l? l-sl 8L _16l- 16l s2. _i_61$ 
i_ot

Reasoning Show that each statement is farse by finding a counterexampre(an exampre that makes're staternent;"'t; "6a-ar. 
see back ot uolt.

83. The reciprocal of each whole number is a whole number.
84. The opposite of each natural number is a natural number.
85' There is no whole number that has an opposite that is a whore number.
86. There is no integer that has a reciprocal that is an inteser. -: +
87. The product of two irrational numbers is an ir 

" - I
rational number. ,E , i

88' open-Ended write an example of each of the ereven properties of realnumbers listed on page 7 . Check 
"tuJ"ni"i*o.r.

Lesson 1_1 properties of Real Numbers 9

29. 9.O413.4,0.4 > O.O4

30. 0.4 < fOA, \/A4 > O.q-2.3
31. _4 I _t/4, _14 > _q
92. \/i < \/i,li, > 16

Allg:netlyS g_s_9_e gs m e n t
Students work in groups of three.
Each group creates ten number
cards with one number per card.
Cards should contain numbers
from each subset of the real
numbers. A student shuffles
the cards and each person draws
one card. First, have students
tell each other the opposite,
recrprocal, and absolute value of
their numbers. Then have the
three students in each group
compare their numbers using(, ), 9; =.

Error Prevention
Exercise 60 point out to students
that they cannot begin by
changing the two nJgative signs
to a positive sign. They must first
find l-71.

33. -u9;' -\.6,
-V5 < -\,€

42. ldentity prop. of Mutt.
43. Dist. prop.

44. Comm. prop. of Add.
45. Assoc. prop. of Mult.
46. Comm. prop. of Mult.



Q cnutl"ng"
:l 

R"rorr.",
For additional practice with a
variety of test item formats:
. FCAT Practice, p. 51
. FCAT Strategies, p.46
. FCAT Daily Practice and

Strateg ies Tra nspa rencies

Exercise 95 Listing a few
multiples of 3 and of 5 may help
to eliminate some of the choices.

pages 8-10 Exercises

47. ldentity Prop. of Add.

Critical Thinking Review the eleven properties on page 7. Which oner stil
trlle if real numberc is replaced by each of the following? 89-91 . See -
89. natural numbers

92. rational numbers
all the properties Comm., Asso., and Dist. Prop.

94. Writing Are there two integers with a product of -12 and a sun:

of -3? Explain. No; answers may vary. Sample: The only pairs :'
that have a product of -'12 are -1 and'12, -2 and 6, -3 anc 3
3, -6 and 2, and -12 and 1. None of these pairs has a sum .' -

90. whole numbers

93. irrational numbers

91. intese:'

q
\

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

69.

71.

72.

73.

74.

70.

lnverse Prop. of Add.

Inverse Prop. of Mult.

Dist. Prop.

Comm. Prop. Of Mult.

Assoc. Prop. of Add.

natural numbers, whole
numbers, integers,
rational numbers, real
numbers

irrational numbers, real
numbers

irrational numbers, real
numbers

rational numbers, real
numbers

irrational numbers, real
numbers

irrational numbers, real
numbers

Multiple Choice

E{rpe:m
: FCAT Format quiz at
I www.PHSchool.com: " ' web Code: aga-o1ol

5hort Response

95. Which of the following is \Ql a rational number? D

A.* , B. -f Mq c. 3.14 D.'

96. lf p is a rf;ltiple of 3 and q i, u ,il?ttipte of 5, which of the fc :,'.
is true? H (,' l'
F. p + q is even. G. pq is odd.

'rjt, H.5p + 3qisamultipleof 15. l. 3p + 5qisamultc = :

gZi fhe number 8.09 belongs to which sets of numbers? C

A. natural numbers, real numbers
B. irrational numbers, real numbers
C. rational numbers, real numbers
D, whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, real numbers

98. Which shows the numbers -3.5, -4.60, and -3{ in order f rc- ;'
least? I

F. -4.60, -:], -:.s
H.-31, -4.60, -3.s

99. What is the value of l3 - z | -
A. -4 8.4

100. Explain why the opposite of the reciprocal of 5 is the same as

lhe reciprocal of the opposite of 5. See margin.

101. Are there any numbers that are their own reciprocals? Exp a -
Qaa 

-:.-

G. -4.60, -3.s, -3:
r. -3+, -3.s, -4.60

l-11 + 3l? A
c. 12 D. ;!

89. all except the ldentity
Prop. of Add. (since 0 is
not in the set of natural
numbers) and the
inverse properties

9€. all except the lnverse
Prop. of Mult. and the
lnverse Prop. of Add.

31 all except the lnverse
Prop. of Mult.

1m, [2] The opposite of the
reciprocal of 5 is the
opposite of t, or -51,
and the reciprocal of 10
the opposite of 5 is
the reciprocal of -5,
or -;'

[1] includes a statement
or example that a
reciprocal is a
multiplicative

1 0 inverse or that a

Previous Course

t03.1.2 - 5 -3.8 104. (--: z

106.-2.8+7-O.4 107. --1-< - -:

Previous Course Use the order of operations to simplify each expression.

Chapter 1 Tools of Algebra

number times its

reciprocal is 1,
OR a statement or
example that an
opposite is an
additive inverse or
that a number plus

101. [2] Two numbers
are their own
reciprocals, 1 and
-1 . For a number n
to be equalto its
reciProcal, n = l,
which means

Simplify each expression.

102.3.6 + (-1.7) 1.9

10s.0(-8) o

108.3+ 4+6++f;,or2t
ro. L+;2 /, or t[
112.40+24+8-22 -1 38

109. s[(2 + 5) + 3] e;, c: "'
111.(40+24)-s- ---
113.40+24+(8-l- -"-!

n2 ='l . So
or -1.

[1] only incluo
answer' a

-l lvitl'rc
expla natto'

--:=:i:' -E


